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Preface

If you are an architect responsible for a service-oriented architecture
(SOA) in an enterprise, you face many challenges. Whether intended or
not, the architecture you create defines the structure of your enterprise
at many different levels, from business processes down to data stor-
age. It defines the boundaries between organizational units as well as
between business systems. Your architecture must go beyond defining
services and provide practical solutions for a host of complex distrib-
uted system design problems, from orchestrating business processes to
ensuring business continuity. Implementing your architecture will
involve many projects over an extended period, and your guidance
will be required. 

In Succeeding with SOA, I discussed the need for an enterprise to pay
close attention to its architecture, the role of its architects, and the
importance of setting the right organizational context for their success.
In this book, Implementing SOA, I turn to the work of the architects
themselves—your work—guiding you through the process of defining
a service-oriented architecture at both the project and enterprise levels.
Whether you are an architect putting SOA into practice or you are an
engineer aspiring to be an architect and wanting to learn more, I wrote
this book for you.

Doing SOA well can be very rewarding. Done properly, your enter-
prise will comprise a robust and flexible collection of reusable business
and infrastructure services. The enterprise will be able to efficiently
recombine these services to address changing business needs. On the
other hand, if you do SOA poorly, your enterprise will be encumbered
with a fragile and rigid set of functionality (which I hesitate to call ser-
vices) that will retard rather than promote enterprise evolution. You
don’t want to end up there. Implementing SOA will show you the pit-
falls as well as the best practices. In short, it will guide you to doing
SOA well.
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The SOA Architectural Challenges

Doing SOA well presents you with four interrelated architectural
challenges.

1. Services define the structure of both business processes and sys-
tems. Business processes and systems have become so hopelessly
intertwined that it is no longer possible to design one without
altering the other. They have to be designed together, a concept I
call total architecture. Thus, building your service-oriented architec-
ture is not just a technical exercise, it is also a business exercise that
requires the active participation of the business side of the house. 

2. You are not building your SOA from scratch. Your enterprise today
operates using a working set of business processes and systems.
You can’t afford to disrupt business operations just because you
want to build an SOA. Practically speaking, you need to evolve
your existing business processes and systems into an SOA. During
this transition, individual projects must continue to deliver tangi-
ble business value, independent of your SOA initiative. 

3. Your SOA is a vision that requires a consistent interpretation as it is
put into practice. The actual implementation of your SOA will hap-
pen piecemeal, project by project. Services that are developed in
today’s project must satisfy future needs, and today’s projects
must leverage the services developed in yesterday’s projects.
Ensuring that existing services are appropriately used, and that
new services will meet future needs, requires coordination and
planning across multiple projects, both present and future.

4. A service-oriented architecture is actually a distributed system. As
such, your SOA must incorporate self-consistent solutions to all of
the classic distributed system design problems: trading off service
granularity against communications delays, coping with commu-
nications breakdowns, managing information that is distributed
across services and sites, coordinating service execution and load
distribution, ensuring service and business process availability and
fault tolerance, securing your information, and monitoring and
managing both business processes and services. The requirements
driving your solution choices stem from the needs of the business
processes involved and are thus tied in with business process
design as well as systems design. As before, solutions to these
problems require consistent approaches across all of your projects. 
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At the end of the day, your challenge as an architect is to organize your
enterprise’s collaboration between business processes, people, informa-
tion, and systems, and to focus it on achieving your enterprise’s goals.

About the Book

Implementing SOA is a comprehensive guide to addressing your archi-
tectural challenges. It shows you how to smoothly integrate the design
of both business processes and business systems. It will tell you how to
evolve your existing architecture to achieve your SOA objectives,
maintaining operational support for the enterprise during the transi-
tion. It demonstrates how to use a proactive enterprise architecture
group to bring a consistent and forward-looking architectural perspec-
tive to multiple projects. Finally, it shows you how to address the full
spectrum of distributed system design issues that you will face.

This book is organized into nine parts. Part I presents the fundamental
concepts of architecture, services, and the total architecture synthesis
methodology. Parts II through VIII discuss a series of architectural
design issues, ranging from understanding business processes to mon-
itoring and testing your architecture. Part IX then builds on these dis-
cussions to address the large-scale issues associated with complex
business processes and workflow, concluding with a summary discus-
sion of the workings of the enterprise architecture group. 

In Parts II through VIII, each of the architecture topics is discussed from
two perspectives: the project perspective and the enterprise architec-
ture perspective. Each part first discusses the design issues as though
the project architect were creating the entire architecture from scratch.
The last chapter in each part then addresses the realities of a multi-
project environment and the role that the enterprise architecture group
must play to ensure that the design issues are appropriately addressed
throughout the total architecture. This separation highlights the relative
roles of the project and enterprise architects as well as the manner in
which they need to collaborate. The enterprise architecture group
chapter in Part IX then summarizes the activities of this group. 

The book as a whole, and each individual chapter, can be approached
in two ways. One way is prescriptive. The book presents a structured
approach to tackling individual projects and managing the overall enter-
prise architecture. The other way is to use the book as a review guide-
line. Each chapter discusses a topic and concludes with a list of key
questions related to that topic. Use the questions as a self-evaluation
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guide for your current projects and enterprise architecture efforts.
Then use the content of the individual chapters to review the specific
issues and the various ways in which they can be addressed. Either
way, you will strengthen your enterprise architecture.

Implementing SOA is a comprehensive guide to building your enter-
prise architecture. While the emphasis is clearly on SOA, SOA is just a
style of distributed system architecture. Real-world enterprise archi-
tectures contain a mixture of SOA and non-SOA elements. To reflect
this reality, the discussions in this book extend beyond SOA to cover
the full scope of distributed business systems architecture. 

The pragmatic approach of Implementing SOA will guide your under-
standing of each issue you will face, your possible solution choices, and
the tradeoffs to consider in building your solutions. The key questions at
the end of each chapter not only provide a convenient summary, but also
serve as convenient architecture review questions. These questions, and
the supporting discussions in each chapter, will guide you to SOA success.
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Chapter 4

Using Services

Services, on their own, provide no benefit. To get benefit from your
services, you need to employ them as an element of a larger process—
a process that provides value to your enterprise. Other participants in
the process need to interact with the service and benefit from the ser-
vice results. Thus you need to be able to integrate the service with
other services and nonservice functionality as well as to form your
business processes. This chapter explores a number of choices that are
available for integrating services into business processes.

Service Interaction Patterns

Synchronous Request-Reply

When you think of “using” a service, what probably comes to mind
first is having the service user ask the service provider to perform the
service—and then waiting for the result. This style of interaction is
characterized by the synchronous request-reply pattern shown in Fig-
ure 4–1. It is perhaps the most common service interaction style.

The synchronous request-reply pattern is simple. The service provider
only needs to supply a single operation interface (Figure 4–2). The ser-
vice user calls this operation to submit the request, and this same oper-
ation provides the mechanism for returning the result.
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Asynchronous Request-Reply

The synchronous request-reply interaction pattern is not sufficient to
build most real-world business processes. Much as you (and the
retailer) might like it, when you order a book online, the book does not
arrive while you are still sitting at the keyboard! You don’t wait for the
book, to the exclusion of all other activity, until it arrives. Instead, you
go off about your business for a few days until the book is delivered.
This is the style of interaction represented by the asynchronous
request-reply pattern shown in Figure 4–3. 

Since the asynchronous request-reply pattern delivers the result at
some future point, it requires a mechanism—a second operation—for
the service provider to deliver the result. If the service provider is to
initiate the delivery of the result, then the service user typically pro-
vides an operation and corresponding interface for this purpose (Fig-
ure 4–4). Note that for the service provider to use this interface, the
original request must tell the service provider about the interface to be
used to deliver the result. 

Alternatively, the service provider could supply a result retrieval oper-
ation with its corresponding interface (Figure 4–5). With this approach,

Figure 4–1: Synchronous Request-Reply Interaction Pattern

Figure 4–2: Synchronous Request-Reply Interface
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the service user invokes the result retrieval operation to determine
whether the result is ready and retrieve it if it is. This is the style of
interaction you use when you take your laundry to the dry cleaners. In
the first interaction, you deliver the dirty laundry, and in the second
you go back to pick up the cleaned items. 

Figure 4–3: Asynchronous Request-Reply Interaction Pattern

Figure 4–4: User-Supplied Asynchronous Result Interface

Figure 4–5: Provider-Supplied Asynchronous Result Interface
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When the service provider supplies a result retrieval operation, the
service user is the one who initiates the second interaction. For effi-
ciency, the service provider typically specifies a time after which the
results will be available. This response-time service-level agreement
(SLA) is a promise, but there is no absolute guarantee that your laun-
dry will be ready at that time. But if the service provider meets the
promise most of the time (99%), it makes for an efficient interaction. In
the absence of such an SLA, the service user can only guess at when
the result will be ready. This guesswork leads to the repeated invoca-
tion of the interface to determine whether the results are ready—an
inefficient process often referred to as polling.

Message-based service access, which involves a third-party communi-
cations intermediary, is inherently asynchronous. Thus message-based
communications provides a convenient alternative for returning asyn-
chronous results. Message-based approaches are discussed later in this
chapter.

Subscription

Subscription services (Figure 4–6) deliver more than one result. They
provide an ongoing series of results spread out over time. In using a
subscription service, the service user registers with the service pro-
vider to receive a series of results—asynchronously. Your newspaper
subscription is an example of this type of service, as are the stock mar-
ket activity alerts delivered to your phone or computer. 

Like the asynchronous request-reply pattern, the subscription pattern
also requires two operation interfaces (Figure 4–7). If the parties are
interacting directly, generally one of the interfaces will be provided by
the service provider and the other by the service user. The service pro-
vider supplies a synchronous request-reply subscription interface that
results in acknowledgment of the subscription. The service user pro-
vides an interface for the subsequent delivery of the expected results.
As with asynchronous request-reply, the subscription request must
indicate how the results are to be delivered.

Unsolicited Notification

The existence of the service user’s delivery interface opens up the pos-
sibility for a fourth interaction pattern: the unsolicited notification
(Figure 4–8). Once a service provider becomes aware of the presence of
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Figure 4–6: Subscription Interaction Pattern

Figure 4–7: Typical Subscription Interfaces
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a delivery interface, there is nothing stopping the service provider
from sending results that were not explicitly requested. The most
obnoxious form is, of course, junk mail and its electronic equivalent,
spam. But unsolicited notification can be beneficial as well. Companies
often notify their employees and customers of significant events using
such notifications. If you see flames in an auditorium, yelling “Fire!” is
an unsolicited notification as well. You (the service provider) are noti-
fying others in the auditorium (the service users) of the presence of a
dangerous situation. 

Unsolicited notifications only require a single interface—the delivery
interface on the service user (Figure 4–9). As you shall see shortly, the
use of a messaging service provides another means of delivering unso-
licited notifications.

Interaction Pattern Summary

More complex interaction patterns than these are, of course, possible.
But every interaction pattern can be assembled from these four basic
patterns: synchronous request-reply, asynchronous request-reply, sub-
scription, and unsolicited notification. Therefore, a detailed under-
standing of these four patterns will provide you with the tools to
analyze any interaction pattern you may encounter. Chapter 27 will

Figure 4–8: Unsolicited Notification Pattern

Figure 4–9: Unsolicited Notification Interfaces
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explore the properties of these patterns in more detail and will elaborate
on some of the more common complex interaction patterns as well.

Service Access

On the surface, accessing a service sounds so simple—just call the
interface! In reality, access can get very complicated as you try to con-
trol access to services and maintain flexibility concerning where ser-
vice users and providers are deployed. The following sections explore
a number of the design issues you will encounter and the design pat-
terns that you can use to address them.

Direct Service Access

The most obvious way to use a service is to directly access the service
provider’s interface (Figure 4–10). While this is straightforward, it
requires that the service user be aware of both the functionality pro-
vided by the service interface (which you would expect) and the loca-
tion of the interface. If you are using HTTP to access your service, for
example, then the service user needs to know either the IP address or
hostname of the machine on which the service is running as well as the
specific socket corresponding to the service’s interface. 

This requirement to know about the interface’s location makes the
design of the service user dependent on the deployment specifics of
the service provider. If the service provider is moved from one
machine to another, then the service user’s configuration must be
updated to reflect the change. If the service becomes very successful
and has many users, such dependencies make it difficult to move the
service provider. Such movement might be required to add capacity by
moving the service to a larger machine or recover from a machine out-
age by moving the service to an alternate machine. While network-
level solutions such as virtual IP addresses and virtual hostnames pro-

Figure 4–10: Direct Service Access
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vide some relief, they have their own limitations and accompanying
administrative costs as well.

Variations in Direct Service Access 

Service Lookup

One means of avoiding this dependency between the service user and
the location of the service interface is to employ a lookup service (Fig-
ure 4–11). The lookup service knows the actual location of the pro-
vider’s service interface. In order for the service user to access the
service, it first uses the lookup service to get the actual location of the
service interface and then uses this information to access the service.
The JNDI (Java Naming and Directory Interface)1 is a service interface
that is commonly used for this purpose. The advantage of this
approach is that when a service provider changes location, only the
lookup service needs to be updated. The service users will pick up the
change from the lookup service.

When a lookup service is used, the lookup typically occurs just the
first time a particular user wants to access the service. Once the service
interface is located, the user continues to use that interface as long as it
is operational. 

Of course, the lookup service itself now presents exactly the same
problem that it solves for other services: the service user must know
the location of the lookup interface to be able to use it. But at least the
problem is reduced in scope to just accessing the lookup service, which
presumably will not change its interface location very often. 

1. http://java.sun.com/products/jndi/.

Figure 4–11: Lookup Service
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Proxy Access 

Another approach that can isolate the service user from the details of
the service provider’s deployment is to employ a level of indirection—
a proxy—for accessing the service (Figure 4–12). To the service user,
the proxy presents what appears to be the service’s interface without
knowing that it is, in reality, a proxy interface. The proxy forwards all
incoming requests to the real service interface and forwards replies
from the service interface back to the service user through the proxy
interface.

Direct Access Limitations

There are a couple of drawbacks to the direct access approach and its
service lookup and proxy variants. One is that any change in the loca-
tion of the service provider’s interface requires changes to the configu-
ration of some other component. In direct access, the component
requiring update is the service user. With service lookup, it is the
lookup service, and with a proxy it is the proxy. This dependency of
other components on the physical location of the service provider’s
interface complicates changing the service provider’s location. It adds
administrative overhead and adds to the time it takes to implement
such changes.

This administrative overhead affects more than just the normal
deployment of services. It comes into play when you want to provide a
fault tolerant or highly available service as well. In such cases, when
something happens to the existing service provider you need to bring
up a replacement copy of the service provider. This replacement copy
will be in a different location, generally on a different machine. For
local failover, this different machine may be in the same data center,
but in the case of a site disaster it will be in a different data center. In
such cases it becomes very difficult to maintain the appearance of the
“same location” for the service interface with network-based virtual IP
addresses and hostnames. Administrative changes to service users,
lookup services, or proxy agents are generally required. 

Figure 4–12: Proxy Access Interfaces
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These administrative changes significantly complicate the design,
implementation, and test of service failover. A failure to make any of the
required administrative changes during a failover will cause the ser-
vice to become unavailable just as surely as a breakdown in bringing
up the backup service provider. The more administrative changes that
need to be made, the greater the chance an implementation mistake
will cause the failover itself to fail. Since testing failover is an arduous
and risky activity, there are advantages to keeping the administrative
changes as simple as possible—or eliminating them altogether.

This situation gets even more complicated when asynchronous
request-reply, subscription, and unsolicited notification patterns come
into play. These patterns often require delivery interfaces on the service
user—interfaces that the service provider, lookup service, or proxy
need to know about. This makes the administrative problem even
more complex, since location information now needs to be updated
when service clients move.

Message-Based Service Access

Messaging services provide an alternate means for service users and
service providers to interact. We are all familiar with messaging services
such as e-mail and instant messaging. At the systems level, messaging
services such as the standards-based JMS (Java Messaging Service),
IBM Websphere MQ, and TIBCO Rendezvous are in common use. 

When using a messaging service, all communications between the par-
ties is exchanged using an intermediary—the Messaging Service
Provider (Figure 4–13). In contrast with the proxy approach, both
sender and recipient are very much aware that they are employing a
third party to send and receive messages.

Electronic messaging services differ from postal (physical mail) services
in a subtle but significant way. Postal service mailboxes are physical
entities that serve as the interfaces between the messaging service and
its users. An address in physical mail systems designates the physical
mailbox to which the letter or package is to be delivered. In other
words, the address is location-specific.

In contrast, electronic messaging separates the concepts of destination
and interface. The address now denotes a logical destination whose
physical location is unknown to either the sender or recipient. The
messaging service interface is no longer tied to a specific destination.
Instead, the messaging service provides a generic interface for sending
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and receiving messages regardless of the destination. This separation
greatly simplifies the use of messaging services. 

Abstract destinations provide location independence. The fact that the
logical destination is no longer tied to the physical location of the
recipient means that the recipient’s location can change without impact-
ing the sender—or the mail service. Thus, you can send an e-mail mes-
sage to jane.doe@messageservice.com without having any idea
where Jane Doe actually is. Furthermore, Jane Doe can retrieve her
message from any machine that can access the messaging service,
whether at home, at work, or at an Internet café in Istanbul!

The messaging service provides all the interfaces needed for commu-
nications (Figure 4–14). This simple shifting of interfaces to the mes-
saging service greatly simplifies making deployment changes. None of
the participants—sender, recipient, or messaging service—has any depen-
dency at all on the location of the sender and recipient. In fact, the only
location dependency that remains is that the sender and recipient must
know the location of the messaging service interfaces. Consequently,

Figure 4–13: Messaging Service

Figure 4–14: Messaging Service Interfaces
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the sender and recipient can move freely without altering any configu-
ration information—anywhere. As long as both can access the messag-
ing service interfaces, they can communicate with each other.

There is another significant benefit that arises from the fact that the
messaging service provides both the sending and receiving interfaces.
Because the message recipient does not have to provide an interface to
receive a message (it uses the messaging service’s interface instead), it
is easy for any component to receive a message. All that is required is
an agreed-upon destination name. Thus it is easy for any component
to be both a sender and a recipient. This communications flexibility
enables the convenient implementation of the asynchronous request-
reply, subscription, and unsolicited notification service interaction pat-
terns. Therefore, the use of a messaging service provides flexibility in
choosing whatever service interaction pattern seems most appropriate
for the service being designed.

Access Control

The primary reason for creating services is to make it easier to access
their functionality, but at the same time you need to exercise some con-
trol over who is using the services. You may need to control who can
perform certain operations. After all, you don’t want some stranger
making withdrawals from your bank account! You may need to limit
the volume of usage. Services have finite capacity, and an unbounded
demand may cause undesired performance degradation or outright
failure. For a variety of reasons, you often need the ability to control
access to your services.

Access control can be thought of as a set of policies applied at one or
more policy enforcement points. An access control policy is a rule gov-
erning the access to the service. These rules may specify actions that
individual parties are either allowed to take or must take under specific
circumstances, or they may specify conditions under which access may
be granted. One of the access control policies governing access to your
bank account from an ATM is that you must provide a PIN (a required
action on your part), and that PIN must match the one the bank has
associated with your bank account (a condition that must be satisfied).

A policy enforcement point identifies the specific place in the architec-
ture (usually an interface) at which the policy is enforced. In the ATM
example, the enforcement point may be in the ATM (which would
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require the bank to provide the real PIN for the account to the ATM),
or it may be at the bank when the transaction request is approved (a
safer alternative). 

Access control policies can cover many topics. Authentication (validat-
ing your credentials), authorization (establishing that the supplied cre-
dentials give you the right to access this particular account), and
encryption (protecting your PIN from unauthorized viewing) are com-
mon topics for access control policies, but there are many others as
well. Digital signing of message contents, the non-repudiation of
requests (making an undeniable record that a particular message was
received), and the creation of an audit trail of service utilization are fre-
quently found to be requirements in business processes.

Policy Enforcement Points

While it may be easy to state a policy, finding the appropriate place to
enforce the policy is often not as straightforward as you might like.
The enforcement of a policy requires the interception of the request,
and possibly the reply as well. Setting up the system to intercept the
request and reply requires a change to the architecture. 

There are a number of places at which access control policies might be
enforced. The choice of where to locate the policy enforcement point
and which participant will initiate the policy enforcement depends
very much upon the technique used to access the service. When ser-
vices are being directly accessed, the enforcement point for these poli-
cies is generally the service interface, and the required functionality for
enforcement is generally provided by the service provider (Figure 4–15).
Of course, the service provider will likely employ other supporting
services to aid in this enforcement, but it is the service provider that is
responsible for intercepting the requests (and possibly the replies as
well) and ensuring that the policies are checked and enforced.

Figure 4–15: Access Control Policy Enforcement in Direct Service Access
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While placing policy enforcement within the service provider may
make logical sense, it does require a change to the service provider
design. For some service providers, particularly purchased software
applications, this may not be an option. Even when it is possible,
changing the service provider design may be complex. From a soft-
ware maintenance perspective, this can be an expensive option. 

Access Control with Proxies

Proxies provide an alternative location for policy enforcement—one
that allows access control policies to be added without altering the ser-
vice provider (Figure 4–16). This style of access control is commonly
used when services are being provided via HTTP interfaces. In many
cases such proxies are introduced into HTTP-based systems specifi-
cally to provide access control. Proxies used for this purpose are often
referred to as policy agents.

Moving policy enforcement into the proxy provides a nice separation of
concerns from a software engineering perspective. With this approach,
policy enforcement can be added or modified without altering the
underlying service provider. The policies and policy enforcement can
be tested and managed independently of the service provider. 

The proxy approach has an access control weakness: In the strictest
sense, the original service interface remains unprotected. Any compo-
nent that can gain access to this service interface is in a position to use
it—or abuse it. Because of this, when the proxy pattern is employed,
the actual service provider is generally located on a physically secure
private network protected by a firewall. To guard against unautho-
rized access, the proxy is placed in a demilitarized zone (DMZ), which
is separated from the public network by another firewall, resulting in
the configuration shown in Figure 4–17. 

Figure 4–16: Access Control Policy Enforcement with Proxy Access
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Beyond the access control weakness, there are other drawbacks to the
proxy approach. The introduction of the proxy requires a configura-
tion change on the part of the service users to redirect their requests to
the proxy interface. The use of a proxy also introduces additional inter-
process communications. In high-volume low-latency applications, the
increase in latency caused by these additional communications can be
an issue.

When asynchronous result delivery is required, there is additional
work that must be done. To control access to the results delivery inter-
face, either the existing proxy must be extended to also be proxy for
the service user or a second proxy must be introduced. Since every
proxy is dependent upon the location of the interfaces it is guarding, it
becomes increasingly difficult to manage this approach as the number
of services and service users increases. Every deployment change to
every interface requires a proxy update. 

Access Control with a Mediation Service

The use of a messaging service for communications between the ser-
vice user and the service provider presents yet another possible loca-
tion for policy enforcement (Figure 4–18). Because of the extended
functionality, this expanded service is more appropriately termed a
mediation service. The mediation service contains within it both the
messaging service and the policy enforcement.

As with the messaging service, the mediation service provides the
interfaces for both the service user and service provider. Since the
mediation service provides both interfaces, there are no dependencies
on the location of either the service user or service provider. The sym-
metric nature of the sending and receiving interfaces makes it easy to
support all of the basic service interaction patterns.

Figure 4–17: Typical Proxy Deployment
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The mediation service can enforce policies governing access to its own
interfaces. It can authenticate the component trying to gain access and
check that component’s authorization to use the mediation service.
Beyond this, it can check the component’s authorization to send or
receive from a particular messaging destination. It can require
encrypted communications at both interfaces, perhaps using SSL. This
ability to secure the connection to the service provider overcomes one
of the shortcomings of the proxy approach, which cannot protect the
service provider’s interface from direct access.

Service Request Routing

The discussion thus far has talked about both messaging and mediation
services as if each were a single monolithic entity. But in reality any
physical component has finite capacity limitations, so the implementa-
tion of the mediation service may require more than one component to
spread the load. The service user may not be at the same location as
the service provider, so the mediation service must be present at each
location. There may also be more demand than can be satisfied by a
single service provider, so the mediation service must be capable of
distributing service requests among multiple service providers. For all
of these reasons, the mediation service must be considered a logical
service whose implementation can involve more than one component. 

Load Distribution

Perhaps the simplest routing task is simple load distribution (Figure 4–19).
In this situation there are two or more service providers residing in the

Figure 4–18: Access Control Policy Enforcement with Message-Based Access
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same location, and all of them are equivalent from a functional per-
spective. The routing problem is to determine which service provider
should get each request. But even this can get complicated. What crite-
ria do you use to select the service provider for the next request? Con-
sider IP-redirectors, proxies that distribute incoming requests. Early
redirectors used a round-robin approach, feeding each request to the
next service provider in a sequence. Unfortunately, with this approach
a “dead” service provider still gets its fair share of requests, which
thus go unserved. More recent IP redirectors employ some form of
liveness testing to avoid this kind of problem. 

With the proxy-based approach, the proxy must make the decision as
to which service provider should get each request. Making an assignment
to an inoperable service provider runs the risk of the request going
unserviced. Message-based mediation services avoid this problem.
Message-based services hold the requests in a queue until a service
provider retrieves them. Since the service provider takes the initiative
in retrieving the request, the service provider must be operational to
some extent. Dead service providers will not ask for more requests!

Figure 4–19: Routing Requests for Load Distribution
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Location-Based Routing

Another routing challenge arises when you have service users and ser-
vice providers residing at different locations. A request originating at
one location may need to be routed to a service provider at a different
location (Figure 4–20). While this could be handled with a single medi-
ation service component serving both locations, the result generally
leads to some very inefficient communication patterns. Service users
and providers at the remote location that need to intercommunicate
must do so via the remote mediation service. From a communications
perspective, it is far more efficient to have a local component of the
mediation service and then let the mediation service take care of rout-
ing requests to other locations as required.

Content-Based Routing

A third routing challenge arises when there are multiple service provid-
ers of the same service at different locations. Now the mediation service
must determine which provider should get which request (Figure 4–21).

Figure 4–20: Routed Service Requests
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This routing can get complicated because different situations may call
for different routing strategies.   

The simplest situation is again the one in which the service providers
are all identical. While you could leave the requests in a single queue
and let both service providers pull from the same queue, this does not
necessarily make optimum use of the bandwidth between the two sites.
You may want to implement a strategy that weights requests for local
servicing as long as the local service provider has the capacity. Only
when the demand exceeds the local capacity and the other site has idle
capacity would requests be routed to the remote service provider.

Life gets more complicated when the service providers are not all
equivalent. You have your North American customer data in one data-
base; your European, Middle Eastern, and African customers in a sec-
ond database; and your Asian and Pacific-Rim customers in a third.
Each database is located in the region it serves. For uniformity, you
want to provide a single generic interface at each location through
which all customer information can be accessed, regardless of where it

Figure 4–21: Routed Requests Requiring Logic
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is located. In this case, the mediation service must determine which
service provider (database) can handle each request.

What makes this type of routing, commonly referred to as content-
based routing, complex is that there is rarely enough information in
the incoming request to do the routing. Determining the appropriate
routing generally requires some form of reference data. When you
place a phone call, the country code, area code, and telephone exchange
are the keys to routing the call to the correct telephone exchange. How-
ever, to do the actual routing you need information that relates each
combination of codes to the actual telephone exchange to which the
call must be directed. Furthermore, the service needs to know how to
extract the relevant data from either the message itself or its destina-
tion name.

Content-based routing makes the design of the mediation service
dependent upon certain application-specific characteristics. The medi-
ation service needs to know how to extract the key information from
the request. It needs to know how to access the reference data and per-
haps cache it for efficient access. It needs to know the correspondence
between the reference data and the service providers. And it needs to
know the rules for deciding which service provider gets which request.

The bottom line is that content-based routing is a service. As such, it
needs to be treated with the same rigor as any other service. In particu-
lar, the stability of the interfaces to this service is a key concern. There
is a tendency to think of content-based routing as being loosely driven
by rules—rules that can easily be changed. But if changes to the rules
require additional input data or reference data, interfaces change and
there is a lot more work to be done. Thus any proposal for content-
based routing must be evaluated in terms of its ability to support
future as well as current needs.

Service Composition

Services are only of value when they are employed in a business pro-
cess. While some value is provided when a service is first employed as
part of one business process, additional value—the added value that
justifies making the functionality into a service—is provided when the
service is employed in other business processes as well. The service
makes it possible to create, modify, or extend other business processes
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faster and at a lower cost than would be possible without it. The ulti-
mate goal of a service-oriented architecture is to enable the low-cost
assembly of business processes from existing services, and the process
of combining the services together is referred to as composition.

Composition is often discussed as a technique for combining services
together to form a new higher-level service. Such a service is referred
to as a composite service. However, the idea of composing services
together is distinct from the idea of turning the resulting composite
into a new service. The majority of composites you are likely to
encounter are not services—they are business processes. The core
value provided by SOA is the ability to quickly and inexpensively cre-
ate these composites. Turning a composite into a service is gravy.

Hard-Wired Composition

The simplest way to compose services is to hard wire them together so
that the result of one service becomes the input to the next (Figure 4–22).
This type of composition is termed hard-wired because there is no
explicit embodiment of the overall process. To determine what this
overall process actually is, you have to trace the sequence of interac-
tions between the participants. While this type of composition may not
strike you as being particularly service-oriented, it is the most com-
monly found composition technique in use today, although the partici-
pants in such compositions are often not designed as services.

Figure 4–22: Hard-Wired Composition
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In hard-wired composition, the result produced by one service may
not be in the proper form to serve as the input to the next, or the com-
ponent producing the result may not be configured to direct it to the
next service. In such cases, intermediate components can be used to
transform the results and deliver them to the appropriate destinations.
Part IV of this book explores these components and their attendant
design issues.

Nested Composition

Service-oriented architectures lead to a very natural style, modulariz-
ing functionality into request-response service operations and then
building composites that invoke these services (Figure 4–23). This
compositional style is an excellent first thought in terms of organizing
functionality, but it must be examined from a performance perspective

Figure 4–23: Nested Composition
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to determine whether the modularization is adequate for the task. The
performance examination must explore both response latency and the
downstream service capacity limitations.

When requests are nested in this manner, the accumulated latency
resulting from the nested request-response calls may result in unac-
ceptable overall response time from the user’s perspective. For each
service call, there is a communication delay in each direction. On top
of this, there is the time it takes the service provider to respond to the
request, and the additional time it takes the service provider to per-
form the work. These delays add to the time required for the user to
interact with the composite and the time it takes the composite to do
its own work. When the underlying services are themselves composites,
additional latencies are introduced. Depending upon the needs of the
user, the accumulated composite latency may become unacceptable. 

You also need to consider the load being placed on the lower-level ser-
vice. The service may not have been designed to handle the volume of
requests coming from the composite. One hotelier with multiple prop-
erties in the same location decided to change the service its customers
use to locate hotel rooms in a city. Instead of having the customer first
select from a list of hotels and then check room availability in that
hotel, they implemented a new composite service that checked the
availability of all hotels in the city for each customer request. The
impact was that the volume of queries increased dramatically on all
the hotels—by a factor of eight! During peak periods (the most impor-
tant times for hotel bookings), the resulting demand exceeded the
capacity of the individual hotel systems. As a result, the majority of the
queries timed out and provided no response. Instead of delivering a
new and improved service to customers, many room availability que-
ries went unanswered. 

Performance evaluation for any use of a service should be a routine
part of the design process. Chapter 39 shows how to perform this type
of analysis.

Cached Composites

The nested composition performance lesson is one that was first
learned when businesses first started adding customer-facing web self-
service front-ends. These web sites allowed customers to check the sta-
tus of their orders and shipments. However, the underlying back-office
production systems that processed these orders were never designed
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to handle this kind of dynamic query load. Early web site implementa-
tions that simply queried the back-office production systems not only
performed poorly, but their query load often had an adverse impact on
the back-office system’s ability to perform its work.

To cope with this type of situation, an architectural style evolved in
which status information is extracted from the production system and
cached for convenient access by the web application server. In service-
oriented terms, the style of interaction with the underlying service
changed from a request-reply interaction to a subscription interaction
(Figure 4–24). 

Figure 4–24: Cached Composite
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Note that this architectural change impacted not only the composite,
but the underlying service as well. Interaction with the underlying ser-
vice changed from a request-reply to a subscription, and the composite
changed from a nested composition to a cached composition. Once
again, you can see the importance of understanding the intended utili-
zation of a service—particularly the volume of activity and the
required response times. This understanding will impact the architec-
ture of both the composite and the service, and will deeply influence
the operation interfaces.

Locating Services

You can’t use a service unless you are aware of its existence. A signifi-
cant challenge in SOA is helping architects and designers locate the
services that are appropriate for their needs. UDDI registries provide a
mechanism for sharing some information about services (primarily
interface details and information about service providers and users),
but there is a wealth of additional information required to support the
use of services, including (but not limited to):

• Service requirements—how the service specification is derived
from its intended utilization

• Service specification—the interface (WSDL), including operations
and data structures, the information managed by the service, the
externally observable behavior, the characterization of intended
utilization, and supported SLAs

• One-line description of the service—for quick weeding out of services
• Abstract (paragraph)—for a second-pass weeding
• Service user’s guide—everything a user needs to know to use the

service, from an introduction to its capabilities and intended utili-
zation to the details of best practices in employing the service

• Service operation and maintenance guide
• Service operational support procedures

This information must be created, organized, archived, and made
accessible to the community of service users. Services need to be cate-
gorized and indexed for easy access (some of which can be done in the
UDDI registry), and the one-line descriptions and abstracts should be
searchable as well.
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Enterprise Architecture for Services

Except in the most unusual of circumstances, you will not be con-
structing your SOA in one mammoth project. Instead, your enterprise
will evolve its existing architecture in a series of projects. However, to
reap the benefits of SOA, you must make sure that design decisions are
made consistently from project to project. The role of maintaining this
consistency is typically given to the enterprise architecture group.
With respect to services, this group’s responsibilities are:  

• Selecting the service interface standards to be followed and select-
ing the supporting infrastructure to be used

• Defining service interaction patterns and their preferred technol-
ogy implementations

• Defining the criteria to be used in determining when standardized
data representations (common data models) should be employed
in operation interfaces

• Defining the selection criteria for proposed services and the proce-
dures for validating their appropriateness

• Defining the preferred architectural styles for implementing services
and the criteria to be used in selecting a style

• Defining the service mediation architecture and selecting the sup-
porting infrastructure to be used

• Establishing the preferred design patterns for content-based rout-
ing and the criteria to be used in selecting a pattern

• Establishing the capacity planning procedures for services and
ensuring that these procedures are followed

As an enterprise architect, you should be aware that it is difficult to
formulate an efficient and practical set of guidelines without a bit of
trial and error. You must make every effort to observe the guidelines
and procedures you have defined being put into practice. Are the
guidelines easy to follow, or do they constantly require interpretation?
Interpretation opens the door for variation and therefore inconsistency
from project to project. Such variation may work against your SOA
objectives. Observe the level of effort required for project teams to
comply with the guidelines and weigh this effort against the benefit
you expect from the guideline. Is the effort justified? Be particularly
vigilant for signs of excessive administrative complexity, making
records that are never used or whose accuracy is never validated. Such
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complexity not only increases the level of effort, but it can also be a sig-
nificant source of error.

Summary

When incorporating services into a business process, there are a num-
ber of ways in which a service user and service provider may interact.
The synchronous request-reply style is perhaps the most common, but
many business processes require asynchronous responses, subscrip-
tion services, and unsolicited notifications as well. Determining the
appropriate style of interaction requires an understanding of how the
service will be employed in business processes.

Your choice of service access mechanisms directly impacts the ease
with which you can access services, your ability to provide the differ-
ent interaction patterns that may be required by the business pro-
cesses, and the amount of work required to change the location of both
service users and service providers. While direct or proxy-mediated
access to services provides good support for synchronous request-
reply, it makes implementation of other interaction patterns complex.
Direct and proxy-mediated approaches are always dependent on the
location of the service provider, and the use of interaction patterns
other than synchronous request-reply makes them dependent upon
the location of the service user as well.

Message-based service access provides more flexibility for interacting
with services. It has no dependency on the location of the service users
and providers, and it provides simple support for all of the service
interaction patterns. It provides the most flexible service access.

Many services require some form of access control to manage who has
access to which service. Access control can be implemented by the ser-
vice provider, but this approach requires the modification of the service
provider and can be expensive. Alternatively, access control can be imple-
mented by either a proxy or a mediation service (an extended messaging
service). Once again, the proxy approach is convenient for synchro-
nous request-reply, but awkward for the other interaction patterns.
The mediation service approach works well for all interaction patterns.

Accessing services may require the routing of service requests. The
need for routing may arise from the need to distribute load across mul-
tiple service providers, the need to route specific requests to specific
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providers, or the placement of users and service providers at different
geographic locations. Routing may also require some introspection
into the message, the access of reference data, and the evaluation of
routing rules. A mediation service provides a convenient architectural
home for this functionality. Geographic routing generally requires the
presence of mediation service components at each geographic location.

Services provide value when they are actually utilized in business pro-
cesses. Combining services to form business processes is referred to as
composition. Optionally, the resulting composite may, itself, be offered
as a higher-level service.

The architecture of composites must be carefully evaluated for perfor-
mance. Nested synchronous request-reply interactions can lead to
excessive latency and unacceptable loads on back-end services. In such
cases, architectural alternatives such as caching information in the
composite may be more appropriate. Choosing such alternatives may
impact the architecture of the back-end service as well as that of the
composite, transforming a synchronous request-reply interaction
between them into a subscription interaction. Thus, to achieve the ser-
vice interface stability that is required to justify the service develop-
ment cost, potential service usages must be thoroughly explored
before the service is specified and implemented.

Achieving the benefits of a service-oriented architecture requires con-
sistent decision making across many projects. The enterprise architec-
ture group plays a key role not only in establishing standards and best
practices for building services but also in ensuring that these guide-
lines are practical for routine day-to-day usage by project teams.

Key Service Utilization Questions

1. Does your SOA infrastructure support the common service interac-
tion patterns: synchronous request-reply, asynchronous request-
reply, subscription, and unsolicited notification?

2. How does your SOA infrastructure control access to services? Does
the access control work for the four common service interaction
patterns?

3. How does your SOA infrastructure route requests to the service
provider(s)? Does it support the routing of requests between geo-
graphic locations? Does it support content-based routing?
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4. Who reviews the proposed architecture of new services from a per-
formance perspective?

5. Has your enterprise architecture group established standards and
best practices for the development of services and for the supporting
infrastructure? Has the group followed up to determine whether
these standards and best practices are practical and being used?

6. Do you have an archive for service-related information? Does it
contain one-line descriptions, abstracts, and user documentation?
Is it searchable?

Suggested Reading

W3C (World Wide Web Consortium). March 2004. “Web Services
Description Language (WSDL) Version 2.0, Part 2: Message Exchange
Patterns,” W3C Working Draft 26. www.w3.org/TR/2004/WD-wsdl20-
patterns-20040326.
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Cross-reference manager, 431–433
Cross-reference table, 39
CRUD operations, 375
Currency conversion, and reference 

data, 380–381

D
Data caches, 385–390, 445
Data consistency

and business processes, 393–394
distributed transactions, 390
editing in multiple systems, 390–391
maintaining with distributed 

transactions, 390
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Data consistency continued
managed by business processes, 

393–394
reconciling inconsistencies, 391–393
replicated data, 385
resolving discrepancies, 449
system of record, 384–390

Data description language (DDL), 51, 276
Data discrepancies, resolving, 449
Data (enterprise architecture)

common data models, 446–447
content transformation, 443–445
identifiers, 447–448
naming schemes, 441–443
quality management, 448–449
systems of record, 445–446, 448

Data loss, and RPO, 237–238
Data management, 369–370, 445–446
Data marshalling, 311
Data rate measurements, 592
Data replication, 530–539
Data representation, 377–378
Data structures, 49–51, 288, 313, 317, 447, 

612
See also Common data models (CDM)

Data transformation, 39, 294, 414
Data warehouse, 18–19
Database-based adapters, 355–356
Database-managed replication, 534
Deadlock, 556
Death March, 327
Decomposition, 157, 306
Decryption, 240, 579–580
Delegation, 465–468, 484, 527, 549, 555
Demand analysis, 601–604
Denial-of-service attacks, 581
Dependent processes, 260–263
Deployment, 318–322, 609–612
Development process

architecture in context, 96–97
architecture tasks, 94–96
charter, 93–94, 96, 99–102
differences, 91–92
incremental, 92–93
integration test, 93–94
Total Architecture Synthesis (TAS), 

97–105
Diagrams, level of complexity, 132–133

Differentiation, 153–159, 176, 183, 192, 306
Digital signatures, 580
Direct component monitoring, 517
Direct service access, 67–70
Direct transformations, 411–414
Disaster scenarios, 346
Discrete processes, 113–115, 121

See also Process(es)
Disk geometry, 606
Disk performance, 605–609
Distributed information systems

and CORBA, 294–300
sequence of design issues, 301–302
systems architecture, 294–300

Distributed messaging servers, 343–344
Distributed sequence management, 557
Distributed Transaction Processing: The XA 

Specification, 474n
Distributed transactions, 390
Distribution management, 554–556
Domain modeling

ATM example, 274–276
banking example, 404
domain modeling summary, 277
reverse engineering, 276–277
UML class notation, 269–274

Dynamic results and process definitions, 
666–668

Dynamic work assignments, 665–666

E
Elision techniques

abstracting subprocesses, 638–639
communications, 634
participant activity, 634–636
supporting participants, 636–638

Emergent behavior, 626–628
Encryption, 239, 579–580

See also Process security
Enterprise architecture: communications

defining a strategy, 361–362
interaction standards, 362–363
preferred protocols, 361–362
standardizing adapters, 363–364

Enterprise architecture: coordination
breakdown annunciation, 510
breakdown recording, 509–510
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preferred coordination patterns, 
507–509

recovery processes, 511
Enterprise architecture: data

common data models, 446–447
content transformation, 443–445
data quality management, 448–449
identifiers, 447–448
naming schemes, 441–443
systems of record, 445–446

Enterprise architecture: FT, HA, and LD
business process classification policy, 

563–564
composite patterns, 566–568
failover patterns, 565–566
information storage, 565

Enterprise architecture for services, 86–87
Enterprise architecture fundamentals, 

30–34
Enterprise architecture group

best practice development, 672–673
business process patterns, 288
common data models, 288–289
designing with evolving 

requirements, 675–680
governance, 675
infrastructure subhalf of group, 672
knowledge transfer, 285–287, 673–675, 

681
maintaining the domain model 

repository, 287
process and domain modeling, 282–283
and project architects, 282
reviewing project models, 286–287
standards and best practices, 283–285
UML class diagrams, 283

Enterprise resource planning (ERP), 52
Enumerated values, checking, 436–438
Environments for functional and system 

testing, 622–623
Error checking, 435–438
Error detection and correction (RAID 5), 

531
Errors, identity, 423–429
ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load), 

386–388
Event-driven asynchronous request-

reply, 463–464
Event-driven cache update pattern, 387

Event-driven (interaction pattern), 347–348
Event-driven multi-party fire-and-forget, 

457–458
Event-driven multi-party request-reply, 

462
Event-driven processes, 263–264
Event-driven single-party request-reply, 

460
Event-driven two-party fire-and-forget, 

457
Evolving requirements, 17–18, 675–680
Evolving the load model, 610–612
Exception handling, 203–204, 242–243
External process dependencies, 263

F
Failover

fault tolerance (FT), 516–517
inter-site, 535, 539, 543–545, 564–568
intra-site, 539, 544–546, 564–566
management, 519–520
stateless and stateful, 525–539
strategy reference table, 567

Failure detection, 517–519
Failure mode testing, 627
Fault, 231
Fault tolerance (FT)

and business process constraints, 
231–238

case study, 234
composite patterns for services, 

566–568
design, 120, 127
direct component monitoring, 517
failover, 516–517
failover management, 519–520
heartbeat monitoring, 518–519
hybrid techniques, 655–656
intermediaries, 521–522
liveness checks, 519
management process, 649–656
persistent state, 538–539
redirecting clients, 520–522
and service access intermediaries, 

521–522
statistics, 233
voting, 516
and workflow engines, 651–653
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Fault tolerance (FT) continued
See also Breakdown(s); High 

availability; Stateless and 
stateful failover

Feasibility, 99, 327, 599, 612
File-based adapters, 357
Fire-and-forget coordination patterns

breakdown detection, 458–459
event-driven multi-party, 457–458
event-driven two-party, 457
non-event-driven, 459–460

First-cut model, 315
First-cut structure, 305–307
Fork and join nodes, 192
Functional organization, 15–20
Functional testing, 622–623

G
Generalization relationship, 135
Geographic deployment, 679–680
Geographic distribution, 558
Governance processes, 362, 410–411, 681
Granularity and authorization, 577
Graphical domain modeling, 283
Group queue, manager’s choice (GM 

pattern), 647–648
Group queue, worker’s choice (GW 

pattern), 647–648
Groups and authorization, 577–579
GUID (Globally Unique Identifier), 

421–423, 427

H
Hard-wired composition, 81–82
Harmon, Paul, 116, 180
Heartbeat monitoring, 518–519
Hierarchical architectures, 677–679
Hierarchical identifiers, 419–423
Hierarchical naming structure, 442
High availability

business process constraints, 231–238
and fault tolerance, 231–238
fundamentals, 515–517, 522
and intermediaries, 521–522
and persistent state, 538–539
See also Stateless and stateful failover

Highly available business processes, 568

Hosting relationships, 321
Hot standby, 529
HTML, 49
HTTP, 335
HTTPS, 335, 583–585
Human interfaces, 656–660
Human-to-system transport, 334

I
IBM Websphere MQ, 70, 363
Identifier-mapping, 430–431
Identifiers (unique names)

GUIDs, 421–423
hierarchical identifiers, 419–423
identity authorities, 418–419
identity errors, 423–429
mapping, 429–433
recycling, 427
UUIDs, 421–423

Identity and authentication, 574–576
Identity authorities, 442
Identity errors, 423–429
Inbound communication, 353–359, 

363–364
Incremental implementation, 92–94
Independent processes, 260–261
Indirection, 69, 521–522, 545–546
Individual queues, manager’s choice 

(IM pattern), 647
Individual queues, worker’s choice (IW 

pattern), 647
Initial cut domain model, 275
Inputs, 20, 24, 38, 113–121, 260
Instantiation, 312
Integration testing, 93–94, 621–622
Interaction patterns, 61–67, 171–172, 

347–350
Interaction standards, 362–363
Interface

notification, 66
perspective, 169–170
stability, 3–4, 55–56
standardizations, 52–53
See also Human interfaces; Native 

interfaces; Service interfaces
Intermediaries, 348–350, 521–522
International Standards Organization 

(ISO), 430
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Internet corporation for assigned names 
and numbers (ICANN), 419–420

Internet domain names, 521
Internet hostnames, 419–420
Inter-process coupling, 217–218
Inter-site failover, 535, 539, 543–545, 

564–568
Interviewing stakeholders, 125–128, 149
Intra-site failover, 539, 544–546, 564–566
IP networks, 334–335
IP-redirectors, 77, 519, 521, 554

J
Java Business Interface (JBI), 376–377
Java Messaging Service (JMS), 162, 

335–339, 344, 442–443, 555, 583–585
JNDI (Java Naming and Directory 

Interface), 3–4

K
Key performance indicators (KPI), 

226–231, 591, 642, 646
Knowledge transfer, 285–287, 673–675, 681

L
Labeling messages, 372
Lamport, Leslie, 391
LAN (local area network), 318–322, 

341–342
Languages, 48–49
Latency, 295–297, 309–311, 335, 606
LDAP, 558, 578, 583–585, 584
Liveness checks, 519, 554
Load analysis, 609–610
Load distribution (LD)

assignment strategies, 553–554
distribution management, 554–556
geographic distribution, 558
routing requests, 76–77
and sequencing, 301–302, 556–557
and shared data, 557–558
and transports, 337
work assignment strategies, 553–554
work distribution management, 

554–556
Load model, 610–612

Location-based routing, 78
Locks, 538–539, 558
Long-distance communications, 311
Lookup service, 68–70

M
“The Magical Number Seven, Plus or 

Minus Two,” 132
Managed coordination, 456
Management (process), 241–242
Management utilities, batch, 349–350
Mapping, 316, 429–433
Marshalling the data, 311, 445
Maturity levels, process, 116–119
McDermott, Patrick, 180, 642
Mean time between failures (MTBF), 235
Mean time to repair (MTTR), 235
Mediated transports, 376–377
Mediation service, 75–80
Memory (human), 132–133
Mentoring, 282, 286, 674–675
Message acknowledgment, 527–528, 555
Message delivery, 555–556
Message destinations, 377
Message persistence, 465–466, 527, 605
Message roles, 372
Message semantics, 371–372
Message Transmission Unit (MTU), 335n
Message-based service access, 70–72
Messages and operations

content representation, 377–378
content transformation, 378–379
message semantics, 371–372

Messaging servers
capacity limitations, 341–342
estimating disk performance, 605–608
geographic distribution, 342–345
use of a single server, 341

Messaging service provider, 70–71
Messaging services, 70–72
Metadata management, 447, 667
Migration governance, 410–411
Milestones

basic process milestones, 102–103, 
211–213

grouping milestones, 215
monitoring process status, 594–595
recognizing milestones, 216–217
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Milestones continued
reducing inter-process coupling, 

217–218
state diagrams, 213–215

MIME, 49
Mirroring, 530–531
Modeling deployment, 318–322
Modeling existing processes, 257–258
Modularization

and communications bandwidth, 
310–311

and communications latency, 309–310
and data marshalling, 311
and geographic distribution, 311

Monitoring business processes, 591–597, 
613

Multiple component failover
clustering, 545–546
fault-tolerant processes, 548–550
intra-site vs. inter-site failover, 

543–545
peer application failover, 546–548

Multiplicity of associations, 181–182, 
270–271, 278–279, 321, 406

N
Namespaces, 420–421, 443
Naming operations, 373–374
Naming schemes, 441–443
Native interfaces, 48, 50, 53
Near-real-time, 348n
Near-real-time update, 388
Nested composition, 82–83
Nested synchronous request-reply, 88
Network load, 295, 338, 445, 609–611
Network overload, 518
Newcomer, Eric, 472n
Nodes, 320–321
Nonfunctional requirements, 16, 27–28, 

34, 246
Nonrepudiation, 580–581
Notational shortcuts, 200–201
Notification interface, 45–46, 66

O
Object flows, 165, 198, 340, 343, 634
Object Modeling Technique, 283

Object-Oriented Modeling and Design with 
UML, 279

Objects, 21–25, 39–42, 425
Observability, 613
Operating system polling, 357
Operating system processes, 309–312, 517
Operational data store (ODS), 18–19, 646, 

669
Operations, 373–374
Orchestration, 454

See also Coordination patterns; 
Process management

Order management system, 485–486
Order of assembly, 94, 621–622
Order-of-magnitude, 138, 142, 604
Order-of-magnitude range, 604
Outbound communication, 353–359, 

363–364
Out-Only message exchange, 45
Overloads, capacity testing, 626–627
Owned objects, 40–42
Ownership (objects), 22

P
Parallel interfaces, 334
Parsers, 399–402
Participants, 20–27, 156–158, 179, 182–186
Partitions, 192, 557–558
Pattern(s)

activity execution management 
patterns (AEMPS), 454–456

adapter, 358–359
business process, 288
communications, 347–350, 444
composite, 566–568
coordination, 456–460, 489–493
delegation, 465–468
enterprise architecture, 33–34
interaction, 163–164, 172–174, 176
reference table, 567
request-reply, 460–465

Paycheck test, 492, 534
Peak loads, 322–323, 346
Peak rates, 137–143, 603–604, 611
Pease, Marshall, 391
Performance

metrics, 137–141
monitoring, 592–594
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and process monitoring, 596
testing, 623–627

Performance constraints
case study, 229–230
key performance indicators (KPI), 

226–228
and milestones, 226–227
performance service-level agreement 

(SLA), 228–234
rates and response times, 224–226

Performance evaluation, 600–612
Performance service-level agreements 

(SLA), 228–234
See also Service-level agreements (SLA)

Persistence, 527, 605
Person-to-person interaction, 333–334
Phone directory example, 271
Ping-pong effect (split-brain syndrome), 

518
Point-to-point interactions, 347–348
Point-to-point intermediaries, 348–350
Policy agents, 74, 585–588
Policy enforcement point, 72–74, 76, 583, 

585
Policy statements (systems of record), 

445–446
Polling, 64, 355, 357, 484
Primary processes, 130–134, 656
Principles of Transaction Processing for the 

Systems Professional, 472n
Prioritized work, 663–665
Private key, 579–580
Process(es)

algebras, 171–172
continuous, 119–120
discrete, 113–114
and domain modeling, 282–283
inputs, 114–117
monitors, 483–487
process maturity, 116–119
results, 115–117
structured, 120–121
triggers, 114–115, 117
See also Related processes

Process Change: A Manager’s Guide to 
Improving, Redesigning, and 
Automating Processes, 180

Process management and workflow
communications pattern, 444

dynamic result and process 
definitions, 666–668

dynamic work assignments, 665–666
fault tolerance, 649–656
human interfaces, 656–660
initiating workflow, 649
milestone status, 645–646
prioritization, 663–665
process management, 642–646
related processes, 660–663
work assignment, 647–648

Process managers, 444–445, 483–487
Process maturity levels, 116–119
Process metrics, 136–141
Process monitoring

and performance, 596
performance monitoring, 592–594
status, 594–595
supervisory processes, 595–596

Process security
authentication, 574–576
authorization, 576–579
channel enforcement, 583–585
digital signatures, 580
encryption, 579–580
identity and authentication, 574–576
multi-zone security, 586–587
reference data servers, 581–582
security guidelines, 574–575
trust zones, 573, 582–583, 585–588

Producer-consumer interactions, 23, 
198–199

Project charter, 93, 96, 99–102
Project models, 286–287
Protocol-based adapters, 357–358
Proxies, 74–75
Proxy access, 69, 77
Proxy deployment, 75
Public key, 579–580
Pull strategy, 553–554, 559
Pure reference, 406
Purge strategy, 46–47

Q
Quality attributes. See Nonfunctional 

requirements
Quality management (data), 418, 448–449
Queues, 337, 647–648
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R
RAID 5, 530–532
RAID arrays, 530–532, 535–536
Ranking business processes, 141–147
Rates and response times, 224–226
Read-only shared data, 558
Real time (term usage), 348n
Real-time data synchronization, 19
Real-time transfer, 259–260
Reconciliation process, 391–393
Record sequence number, 277
Recording breakdowns, 493–495, 509–510
Recovering from breakdowns, 500–504
Recovery point objective (RPO), 237–238, 

535–536, 563–564
Recovery processes, 511
Recovery time objective (RTO), 231, 

237–238, 563–564
Redirecting clients after service failure, 

521–522
Redundant systems, 120
Reference data, 39, 380–381, 576
Reference data manager, 578
Reference data servers, 581–582
Reference information, 195, 318, 559, 574, 

581, 586, 588
Referenced objects, 39–40
Refined domain model, 276
Refinement, 28–29
Regression testing, 620–621
Related processes

batch transfers, 259
dependent processes, 260–263
event-driven processes, 263–264
external process dependencies, 263
independent processes, 260–261
modeling existing processes, 257–258
process management and workflow, 

660–663
real-time transfer, 259–260
scoping, 133–134
service definition, 254–257
shared state, 252–254
triggering events, 258–264

Replicated data maintenance, 385–390
Reply-time SLAs, 461–462
Repository maintenance, 287
Request-reply exchange, 372, 526–528
Request-reply invocation, 655

Request-reply patterns, 460–465
Requirements

collaborations, 160–163, 166
differentiation, 153–159, 176
intent of, 151
patterns of interaction, 163–164, 

172–174, 176
UML activity diagrams, 165–169
use case limitations, 164
See also Business process constraints

Resiliency, and breakdowns, 501–502
Response times, 323–325
Results validation

enumerated values, 436–437
semantic checks, 437–438, 449
syntactic checks, 437, 449

Reuse of services, 3–4, 54–56
Reverse engineering, 168, 276–277
Roles, 182–186, 193, 577–579
Role-specific activities, 185
Rule evaluations, 39

S
Satellite communications, 319, 335
Saturation point, 625–626
Scenarios and variations, 187–189, 

201–203
Schedule feasibility, 612
Schema changes, CDM, 407–411
Scope creep, 126, 174
Scope of TAS, 101–102
Scoping projects

business process inventory, 124–125
business process variants, 134–136
first iterations, 147–148
goals and stakeholders, 128–130
intent of, 123
interviewing stakeholders, 125–128
primary processes, 130–133
process metrics, 136–141
ranking business processes, 141–147
related processes, 133–134

Security, 238–240
See also Process security

Seek time, disk, 606–607
SEI Capabiliy Maturity Model (CMM), 116
Self-describing data structures, 51, 

398–400, 402, 413
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Semantic checks, 437–438, 449
Send JMS Message, 162–163
Send signal action, 347–348
Sequencing, and bundling, 374–375
Sequencing (workload), 556–557
Serial interfaces, 334
Service(s)

access, 67–76
cached information, 44–47
composite service, 81
defined, 37–38
enterprise architecture, 86–87
operations, 38–39
owned objects, 40–42
referenced objects, 39–40
relationships, 42–44
request routing, 76–80
reuse, 54–56
structural changes, 56–58
UDDI registries, 85

Service interfaces
common access technology, 47–48
common data representation 

technology, 48–50, 53
common data semantics, 50–53
common operation semantics, 52–53
interface commonality, 52–54
stability of, 3–4, 55–56

Service lookup, 68–70
Service reuse patterns, 55
Service-level agreements (SLA)

and disaster scenarios, 346
measuring compliance, 591
reply-time, 461–462
risk-related, 237–238

Sharp, Alec, 180, 642
Shostak, Robert, 391
Signals, 348
Simultaneous interactions, 199–200
Single system of record, 44, 385–390, 431
Site disaster recovery, 19, 69, 233, 343, 

530, 562
Smart backups, 519–520
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), 

336, 372–377, 443, 587–588
Socket-level protocols, 336–337, 583–585
Space shuttle, 120
Spiral development, 98–99
Split-brain syndrome, 518

SSL protocol, 76, 579–580, 583–584
Stability (interface), 3–4, 55–56
Standardized protocol, 354, 379
Standardizing adapters, 363–364
Standardizing interfaces, 53
Standards and best practices, 190, 

283–285, 672–674, 681
State information, 252–254
Stateless and stateful failover

and asynchronous replication, 535–538
of components, 525
persistent-state component failover, 

538–540
stateful, 528–530
stateless, 525–526
and storage replication, 530–539
and synchronous replication, 530–534
and work in progress, 526–528

Status report, 490–492
Stereotypes (user-defined), 319, 321
Storage manager, 538
Storage replication

asynchronous replication, 535–538
and persistent-state component 

failover, 538–540
synchronous replication, 530–534

Stress scenarios, 614–615
Striping (disk), 530–531
Structure notation, 284
Structured processes, 120–121
Subcomponents, 13–14
Subscription, 45–46, 64–66, 84–85
Succeeding with SOA, 8
Supervisory processes, 595–596
Swimlane, 192

See Partitions
Symmetric encryption, 579
Synchronous replication, 530–534
Synchronous request-reply, 61–64, 66, 88, 

374, 460–464
Synchronous writes, 652
Syntactic checks, 437, 449
System capacity testing, 626–627
System constraints, 222–224
System of record, 384–389, 445–446, 448
System testing, 622–623
Systems architecture

CORBA, 294–300
credit card fraud case study, 295–300
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Systems architecture continued
designing, 98–105
distributed systems, 294–300, 303
periodic evaluation, 302–303
sequencing issues, 301–302
synthesis, 97–105

System-to-system transport, 334–335

T
Tail transaction logs, 536–538
Test harnesses, 620–622
Testing

failure mode, 627
functional, 622–623
integration, 621–622
performance, 623–627
regression, 620–621
system, 622–623
test harnesses, 620–622
unit, 620–621
See also User acceptance testing

Throughput, 322–325, 592, 605, 608
TIBCO Rendezvous, 70, 363
Time stamps, 325
Time-based trigger, 347
Tokens, 581–582, 588
Top-level system architecture

communications bandwidth, 310–311
communications latency, 309–310
data marshalling, 311
evaluations, 307–309, 325–327
first-cut structure, 305–307
geographic distribution, 311
identifying services, 312
modeling deployment, 318–322
modeling system interactions, 312–318
peak loads, 322–323
response times, 323–325

Total architecture, 5–6, 26–27
Total Architecture Synthesis (TAS), 7–10

business process architecture, 103–104
evaluations, 105
iterations, 102–103
project feasibilty, 99–100, 102, 106–107
scope, 101–102
spiral development, 98–99
systems architecture, 104–105

Training, 286
See also Mentoring

Transaction(s)
ACID properties, 471
compensating, 476–478
coordinator, 472–475, 481
data consistency, 390
formal and informal, 478
identifier, 472–473, 494, 497
two-phase commit distributed, 

472–474
Transfer rate, 606–607
Transport

capacity, 345–346
destinations, 374–377
human-to-system, 334
messaging servers, 340–344
person-to-person, 333–334
point-to-point, 347–350
selecting, 336–340
-supplied services, 350
system-to-system, 334–335

Triggering events
batch communications, 347
database adapters, 356
and dependent processes, 260–263
event-driven processes, 263–264
and independent processes, 260–261
management utilities, 349–350
real time (term usage), 348n

Triggers, 114–115
Trust zones, 573, 582–583, 585–588
T1/T3 connections, 335
Two-phase commit protocol, 472–474

U
UDDI registries, 85
UML

activity diagrams, 24, 165–172, 634
activity notation, 165, 191–192, 201, 

283–284, 312
associations, 131, 270
class, 284, 312
class diagrams, 283
class notation, 269–274
classes, 320–321
collaboration, 131, 160–163, 176
components, 320n
composite structure diagram, 130–131
implementation notation, 320
instance specifications, 321
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special symbols, 348
structure notation, 284
use case diagrams, 131–132
use case notation, 131, 135, 160
user-defined stereotypes, 321

Unbounded value, 270
Uncorrelated monitoring at two points, 

593
Undetetectable breakdowns, 490
Unicode, 49
The Unified Modeling Language Reference 

Manual, 279
Unit testing, 620–621
Unsolicited notification, 64–66
Usage patterns, 681
Use case descriptions, 164, 176
User acceptance testing, 243–245
User interface (UI), 656–660
User-defined stereotypes, 319, 321
Userid/password authentication, 

574–577
UUID (Universally Unique Identifier), 

421–423

V
Validation checks, 435–438
Vehicle identification number (VIN), 

430–431
Versioning, 408–410
Volume of data, 138–140
Voting and fault tolerance (FT), 120, 516, 

522

W
WAN (wide-area network), 309, 318–322, 

335, 342–344

Warm standby, 529–530
Weighted assignments, 553–554
Work assignment, 647–648, 665–666
Work pull strategy, 553–554, 559
Workflow

diagrams, 660–663
dynamic result and process 

definitions, 666–668
dynamic work assignments, 665–666
engines, 596, 641, 646
fault tolerance, 649–656
human interfaces, 656–660
milestone status, 645–646
prioritization, 663–665
process management, 642–646
related processes, 660–663
work assignment, 647–648

Workflow Modeling: Tools for Process 
Improvement and Application 
Development, 180, 642

World Manufacturer’s Identifier (WMI), 
430

WSDL (Web Services Description 
Language), 45, 85, 374, 376–377

WS-Security, 587

X
XA protocol, 474
XML, 49–50
XML data structures, 398–400, 436–438
XML Schema Definition (XSD), 49, 51, 

276, 436

Y
Y2K problem, 427
Yourdon, Ed, 327
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